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What to expect

Inspiring profiles
■ Stories of courage, of women who thought 
differently, those who broke the glass ceiling, and 
those who challenged stereotypes

The Next Gen
■ Along with established names, we bring you the 
change of guard, girls who are well on their way to 
become the icons of tomorrow

Our Poll
■ Nearly 12k plus students and teachers took our poll 
to tell us their most inspiring women from all walks of 
life. We share the findings

Love is success
■ How is it when one loves what they do. It changes 
the way they approach it. Featuring real-life stories of 
those who converted their passion into success

PLUS :  Trivia | Voices | Icons and MORE
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from India and the world 

 Russian forces have taken
the Ukrainian city of Kherson,
local officials confirmed, the
first major urban centre to
fall since Moscow invaded a
week ago. The Black Sea city
came under siege as Russian
forces pressed ahead with
their offensives on other
urban centres

Another key Ukrainian port,
Berdiansk, has already been

seized by Russian troops,
while Mariupol has repelled
attacks "with dignity,"
according to that city's
mayor, Vadym Boychenko

 Russian forces have also
bombarded Ukraine's sec-
ond-biggest city Kharkiv, in
an attack that has prompt-
ed comparisons to the mas-
sacres of civilians in
Sarajevo in the 1990s

 Ready to talk; won't stop
targeting Ukraine military,
says Russia's foreign minister

 Meanwhile, the UN refugee
agency said that one million
people have now fled Ukraine
since Russia's invasion less
than a week ago, an exodus
without precedent in this cen-
tury for its speed

UKRAINE CRISIS

RUSSIAN FORCES CAPTURE KHERSON

INDIA ABSTAINS AGAIN
 India abstained on the vote "in view the totality of
the evolving situation". "India has been deeply con-
cerned over the rapidly deteriorating situation in
Ukraine and the ensuing humanitarian crisis,"
India's Permanent Representative TS Tirumurti
said, while explaining India's vote. He said: "India
supports the international community's call for an
immediate ceasefire." This was the fourth abstention
by India on a vote on the Ukraine issue at the UN 

T he UN General Assembly on
Wednesday overwhelmingly
adopted a resolution that

"demands" Russia "immediately"
withdraw from Ukraine, in a powerful
rebuke of Moscow's invasion by a
vast majority of the world's nations.
After more than two days of extraor-
dinary debate, which saw the
Ukrainian ambassador accuse Russia
of genocide. 141 out of 193 United
Nations member states voted for the
non-binding resolution.

UN General Assembly demands
Russia withdraw from Ukraine U S President Joe Biden in his state of the union address

said that the country will not allow any Russian aircraft
into the US airspace, joining the European Union (EU),

which too has banned Russian aircraft from entering its airspace.
That, however, is not really the no-fly zone Ukraine was seeking, as
it wants it implemented over its own airspace.

WHAT A no-fly zone refers to any airspace
where it has been decreed, either uni-
laterally or multilaterally, that certain

aircraft cannot fly. It could also refer to certain pockets of airspace
within cities, such as over the residence of the Head of State (as in
Rashtrapati Bhavan in Delhi).

HOW ddooeess iitt wwoorrkk: Declaring an airspace as a
no-fly zone means nothing, if it cannot be
enforced — and that enforcement can only

happen militarily. Declaring Ukraine’s airspace a no-fly zone will
not automatically stop Russian aircraft from entering it and

attacking ground targets.

ANYpprreecceeddeenntt? No-fly zones were first
established in Iraq during the first Gulf
War in 1991 by the US and NATO, follow-

ing Iraq's invasion of Kuwait to prevent Saddam Hussein
from launching aerial attacks. The UN also implemented

no-fly zones in 1992 over Bosnia and in 2011 in Libya to
prevent airstrikes and attacks on civilians.

WHY UKRAINE’S NO-FLY IS A
NO-GO: Since a no-fly zone has to
be enforced, it would mean the US
and its NATO allies, most of whom
are EU members, have to station
strike aircraft in Ukraine to take
down any violators of the no-fly
zone, which in the current context,
means shooting down Russian mili-
tary aircraft. That in turn means a
direct engagement of US and NATO
troops with Russian troops — some-
thing that neither Biden nor any EU
leader has the stomach for.
Enforcing a no-fly zone in Ukraine
could escalate the war into a much-
feared third world war.

NO-FLY ZONE

X-PLAINED

In
a rare show of sol-

idarity on a policy issue,
the Congress has come out

in support of the Modi govern-
ment on its stand to abstain

from voting on UN resolutions
critical of Russia for its inva-

sion of Ukraine, sources
said

And the kings of
pandemic times are...

2021 will go down as the year Covid-19 battered
the world and had a particularly disastrous
effect on India but it turned out to be a good

time for the country's super rich, with the number
of ultra-high net worth individuals, those having net
assets of $30 million (about ` 226 crore). The good
times are set to continue, with their number pro-
jected to swell to 19,006 by 2026.

THE BILLIONAIRES' CLUB
 India ranked third in the billionaire population globally in
2021. The US was number one with 748 billionaires, followed
by the Chinese mainland at 554 and India with 145. Globally,
the ultra-wealthy population saw an increase of 9.3% to
6,10,569 in 2021, Knight Frank’s The Wealth Report said.
 Mumbai was home to 1,596 ultra-wealthy people, followed
by Hyderabad (467), Pune (360), Bengaluru (352), Kolkata
(257), Delhi (210), Chennai (160) and Ahmedabad (121).

THE WEALTH
 In its attitude survey, part of the Wealth Report, Knight
Frank India said 29% wealth of Indian ultra-wealthy was allo-
cated towards purchase of principal and second homes.

 Shishir Baijal, CMD of Knight Frank
India said: "Equity markets and digital
adoption have been key factors driving
the growth of UHNWIs in India. The
growth in younger, self-made
UHNWIs has been incredible in
India and we foresee them to
drive new investment themes
and innovation.”

World gets the first big
plastic pollution pact

I n what is being dubbed the
most important environment
deal since the 2015 Paris cli-

mate pact, UN members have
okayed a landmark agreement to
create the world's first-ever global
plastic pollution treaty. At the UN
Environment Assembly in Nairobi,
negotiators from 193 nations
adopted a resolution to create a
legally binding plastic pollution
treaty, which will be finalised by
2024. India had proposed volun-
tary action by countries.

WHO WILL BE AFFECT-
ED: The treaty will impact oil
and chemicals companies
making raw plastic, as well as
consumer goods giants that
sell products in single-use
packaging. Major plastic-pro-
ducing countries, including the
US, India, China and Japan too,
will be affected.
THE GREAT GARBAGE
PATCH: It is a collection of
marine plastic debris in the

North Pacific Ocean, which is
estimated to be 1.6 million sq
km in size, accumulating about
three million tons of plastic.
WHY THIS MATTERS: The
world generates 300 million
tons of plastic waste annually,
of which 11 tons end up in the
ocean. It is estimated that by
2050, there will be more plas-
tic than fish in the ocean.

Instagram brings automatic captions to
videos in feed

Meta-owned photo-sharing 
platform Instagram is introducing automatic cap-
tions to videos in the feed.They will be enabled by

default for creators, too. Auto-generated captions will ini-
tially be available in "select" languages, but Instagram
hopes to expand them to more languages and countries,
reports Engadget. The AI behind the captions won't be
flawless. Instagram expects the quality to "continue to
improve" as the AI learns, however. The addition should
improve accessibility for deaf and hard-of-hearing users,
who will have more choices for spoken-word video, the
report said.Producers won't have to manually add captions
themselves. However, Instagram also noted that this
should help people who simply prefer to watch videos with
the sound off. Users won't have to toggle the volume just
to understand what someone is saying, the report said.

 Recently,
Instagram said that
it will no longer be

supporting a standalone app for
IGTV, instead, it will focus on hav-
ing all videos on the main
Instagram app.

 Instagram also said that it is
exploring more ways for creators
to earn by creating reels that
entertain the community. In addi-
tion to bonuses, later this year, it
will begin testing a new ad experi-
ence on Instagram, which will allow
creators to earn revenue from ads
displayed on their reels.

TECHAWAY 

SPACE JUNK ON
5,800-MPH 

COLLISION COURSE
WITH MOON

T
he moon is about to get wal-
loped by 3 tons of space
junk, a punch that will carve
out a crater that could fit

several semitractor-trailers.The leftover
rocket will smash into the far side of the
moon at 5,800 mph (9,300 kph) on Friday,
away from telescopes' prying eyes. It may
take weeks, even months, to confirm the
impact through satellite images. The space
junk was originally identified as the upper
stage of a SpaceX booster that was
launched to space in 2015, but now
experts think it is a Chinese rocket which
blasted into orbit eight years ago. China
has since cast doubt on this theory by
denying that the spent rocket booster was
debris from its Chang'e 5-T1 mission
launched in 2014. 

The moon already bears countless
craters, ranging up to 2,500 kilome-
tres. With little to no real atmos-
phere, the moon is defenceless
against the constant barrage of
meteors and asteroids, and the occa-
sional incoming spacecraft, including
a few intentionally crashed for sci-
ence's sake. With no weather,
there's no erosion and so impact
craters last forever.
China has a lunar lander on the
moon's far side, but it will be too far
away to detect Friday's impact just
north of the equator.
NASA's Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter will also be out of range,
while it is unlikely that India's moon-
orbiting Chandrayaan-2 will be pass-
ing by then, either

Scientists expect the object to carve

out a hole 33 feet to 66 feet  across

and send moon dust flying hundreds of

miles  across the barren, pockmarked

surface Low-orbiting space junk is

relatively easy to track. Objects

launching deeper into space are unlike-

ly to hit anything and these far-flung

pieces are usually soon forgotten
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Fought between: Central Powers: Germany, Austria-
Hungary, and Turkey, against the Allies: France, Great
Britain, Russia, Italy, Japan, and, from

1917, the United States. 
Estimated death toll: 40 million (mili-
tary and civilian included)

WHAT CAUSED IT?
There were many factors that led up
to the start of World War I in Europe. A
lot of these factors were rooted in the
deep history of the old powers of Europe,
including Russia, Germany, France, Italy, Austria, Hungary,
and Britain. The real causes of World War I included politics,
secret alliances, imperialism, and nationalistic pride.
However, there was one single event — the assassination of
Archduke Ferdinand of Austria — which started a chain of
events leading to The Great War.

ALLIANCES AND POLITICS
In the years leading up to the war,
the nations of Europe were con-
stantly jockeying for power and
making alliances. Germany made

an alliance with Austria-Hungary
and Italy in 1881. These countries

all agreed to protect each other in the
event they were attacked by France. However, Italy then
went and made a secret alliance with France saying they
would not aide Germany. In response to Germany’s
alliances, France and Russia established an alliance in 1892.
In 1904, Britain and France signed an agree-
ment. The Triple Entente was formed
between France, Britain, and
Russia in 1907. Germany felt
that this powerful alliance
surrounding them posed a
real threat to their existence
and power in the region. 

IMPERIALISM
Imperialism is when a country
expands its influence and power into a large
empire. Some European countries, such as France and
Britain, had created large worldwide empires and had
become very rich. Other European countries, such as
Russia and Germany, wanted to create their own vast
empires. This caused competition and conflict between
many countries throughout the world. 

EUROPE READY FOR WAR
In 1914, the situation in Europe was tense. Secret alliances,
internal politics, and the desire to grow empires had built
up distrust and dislike between many of the European pow-
ers. All it would take was one international event and
Europe would be at war.

ASSASSINATION OF ARCHDUKE FERDINAND
On June 28, 1914, Archduke Franz Ferdinand, heir to the
throne of Austria-Hungary, was assassinated in Sarajevo.
The Austria government believed that the assassination
was organised by the Serbian government. They also saw
this as an opportunity to regain control of Serbia. 

MORE DECLARATIONS OF WAR
Austria-Hungary had hoped they could quickly take over
Serbia and that Serbia’s ally, Russia, would not risk a major
war in order to help Serbia. However, they figured wrong.
Russia immediately began to mobilize its troops and pre-
pare for war. In response, Germany, Austria-Hungary’s
close ally, declared war on Russia on August 1st. A few days
later, Germany declared war on France and invaded
Belgium. Britain then declared war on Germany and World
War I had begun…

Fought between: the Axis Powers: Germany, Italy, and
Japan, and the Allies: France, Great Britain, the
United States, the Soviet Union, and, to a lesser

extent, China 
Estimated death toll: 70-85 million, or about 3% of the
1940 world population (est. 2.3 billion). Deaths directly
caused by the war (including military and civilian fatalities)
are estimated at 50-56 million, with an additional estimat-
ed 19-28 million deaths from war-related disease and
famine. World War II has been the deadliest military conflict
in history so far. 

TREATY OF VERSAILLES
The Treaty of Versailles ended World War I between
Germany and the
Allied Powers.
Because Germany
had lost the war,
the treaty was
very harsh against
Germany. Germany
was forced to
“accept the
responsibility” of
the war damages suffered by the Allies. The treaty required
that Germany pay a huge sum of money called reparations.
The problem with the treaty is that it left the German
economy in ruins. People were starving and the govern-
ment was in chaos.

JAPANESE EXPANSION
In the period before World War II, Japan was growing rapid-
ly. However, as an island nation they did not have the land
or the natural resources to sustain their growth. Japan
began to look to grow their empire in order to gain new
resources. They invaded Manchuria in 1931 and China in 1937. 

FASCISM
With the economic turmoil left behind by World War 1, some
countries were taken over by dictators who formed power-
ful fascist governments. These dictators wanted to expand
their empires and were looking for new lands to conquer.
The first fascist government was Italy which was ruled by
the dictator Benito Mussolini. Italy invaded and took over
Ethiopia in 1935. Adolf Hitler would later emulate Mussolini
in his takeover of Germany. Another Fascist government
was Spain ruled by the dictator Franco. 

APPEASEMENT
After World War 1, the nations of Europe were weary
and did not want another war. When countries such as

Italy and Germany became aggressive and began to
take over their neighbors and build up their armies,
countries such as Britain and France hoped to keep
peace through “appeasement”. This meant that they
tried to make Germany and Hitler happy rather than

try to stop him. They hoped that by meeting his
demands he would be satisfied and there wouldn’t

be any war.
Unfortunately, the policy of appeasement

backfired. It only made Hitler bolder. It also
gave him time to build up his army. 

GREAT DEPRESSION
The period before World War II was a time of great econom-
ic suffering throughout the world called the Great
Depression. Many people were out of work and struggling
to survive. This created unstable governments and world-
wide turmoil that helped lead to World War II. 

HITLER AND THE NAZI PARTY
In Germany, Adolf Hitler and the Nazi Party rose to
power. The Germans were desperate for someone to
turn around their economy and restore their national
pride. Hitler offered them hope. In 1934, Hitler was
proclaimed the “Fuhrer” (leader) and became dictator
of Germany. Hitler resented the restrictions put on
Germany by the Treaty of Versailles. While talking
about peace, Hitler began to rearm Germany. He allied
Germany with Mussolini and Italy. Then Hitler looked
to restore Germany to power by expanding his empire.
He first took over Austria in 1938. When the League of
Nations did nothing to stop him, Hitler became bolder
and took over Czechoslovakia in 1939.

WHAT CAUSED IT?
There were many events through-
out the world that led to the
beginning of World War 2. In many
ways, World War 2 was a direct
result of the turmoil left behind by
World War I

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY DECLARES WAR
Austria-Hungary issued a number of harsh demands
on Serbia, threatening to invade if Serbia did not
comply. They gave them 48 hours to respond. When
Serbia’s response fell short of the demands, Austria-
Hungary declared war on Serbia on July 28. 

WORLD WAR II

1939 to 1945; 6 Years

Political and economic instability in
Germany. The harsh conditions of the
Treaty of Versailles. Rise of power of
Adolf Hitler and his alliance with Italy
and Japan to oppose the Soviet Union.

The Axis Powers (Germany, Italy, and Japan) and
the Allied Powers (France, Britain, the U.S., the
Soviet Union, and China)

Over 60 million people died
in World War II. Estimated
deaths range from 50-80 mil-
lion. 38 to 55 million civilians

were killed, including 13 to 20 million from war-
related disease and famine.

German Nazis committed genocide against Jews
and Romanis, people with disabilities, Poles, homo-
sexuals, Jehovah’s witnesses and Afro-Germans.

Nuclear power and missiles were
used, modern concepts of covert
and special operations.
Submarines and tanks were also

more heavily used. Encryption codes for secret
communication became more complex. Germany
used the Blitzkrieg fighting method.

The war ended with the total victory of the Allies
over Germany and Japan in 1945. The Soviet Union
and the United States emerged as rival superpow-
ers. The United Nations was established to foster
international cooperation and prevent conflicts.

There was a Cold War between the United States
and Russia after the end of the Second World War
until the collapse of the USSR (1947-1991). The
wars in Afghanistan, Vietnam and Korea were, in a
sense, proxy wars between the two nations.

War of ideologies, such as Fascism and
Communism.

WWII or WW2

Second World War, World War Two, The
Great Patriotic War

FDR, Harry Truman

Winston Churchill

World War I

Cold War

WORLD WAR I

1914 to 1918; 4 years

Assassination of Archduke Francis
Ferdinand of Austria in June 1914.
Militarism, Imperialism, national-
ism and alliance system.

The Central Powers (Germany, Austria-Hungary,
and Turkey) and the Allied Powers (France, Britain,
Russia, Italy, Japan, and (from 1917) the U.S.)

Estimated to be 10 million military dead, 7 million
civilian deaths, 21 million wounded, and 7.7 million
missing or imprisoned.

The Ottoman Empire (Turkey) carried out geno-
cide of Armenians.

Fought from lines of
trenches and supported
by artillery and
machine guns, infantry
assault, tanks, early air-

planes and poisonous gas. Mostly static in nature,
mobility was minimal.

The German, Russian, Austro-Hungarian and
Ottoman empires were defeated. Austro-
Hungarian and Ottoman empires ceased to exist.
The League of Nations was formed in the hope of
preventing another such conflict.

Resentment with the onerous terms of the Treaty
of Versailles fuelled the rise of Adolf Hitler’s
party in Germany. So in a way, World War I led to
World War II. The first Red Scare in the US to fight
communism.

War between countries for acquiring colonies or
territory or resources.

WWI or WW1

The Great War, The World War, The Kaiser's War,
The War of the Nations, The War in Europe, or The
European War, World War one, First World War, The
war to end all wars

Woodrow Wilson

H. H. Asquith (1908-
1916); David Lloyd
George (1916-1922)

Napoleonic Wars

World War II

Duration

Triggers and
causes

Conflict between

Casualties

Genocide

Methods 
of warfare

Outcomes

Post-war 
politics

Nature of war

Abbreviation

Also known as

American 
president 

during the war

British Prime 
Minister during 

the war

Predecessor

Successor

WORLD WAR I vs WORLD WAR II

T
he Russian invasion and war in Ukraine has
brought back memories of the First and the Sec-
ond World Wars in the last century. When we
say last century, it may seem like they happened
a long time ago; but they didn’t. Just like the

beginning of 20th century was fraught with nationalistic
feelings and over-all mistrust between empires in Europe,
the beginning of 21st century has seen democracies floun-
der and heads of state going beyond their territory to pose
serious threats to other sovereign nations.

Also, after the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962, this is the
second time that the world has come this close to a possi-
bility of an all-out war in Europe and beyond… if we say
it as it is, that would be the possibility of a Third World
War. The time has come to learn how events escalated in
the last century to lead to two World Wars, with billions
of lives lost, so that we can prevent history from repeat-
ing itself… Let’s start with World War I, also known as
The Great War (box left).

The World Wars
WHAT LED TO WORLD WAR I AND WORLD WAR II IN THE 20TH CENTURY?

World War II
1939-1945

World War I
1914-1918

The
Triple Entente
or the Triple

Agreement was the
name given to an

alliance between UK,
France and the
Russian Empire

Wilhelm
II, or Kaiser, was
the last

German
Emperor of

Prussia, reigning
from 15 June
1888 until his
abdication on

9 November 1918

Woodrow
Wilson President

of the US during
WW1 who

announced a poli-
cy of neutrality

when the war
started

World War I
memorabilia
World War I

memorabilia

Sing Arbeit macht frei (Work liberates) in Auschwitz II Birkenau concentration
camp located in the west of Krakow, Poland

Sources: history.com; britannica.com; duckstar.com; Wikipedia

Russian President Vladimir Putin who has launched a full-scale war with Ukraine
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